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ture predicted by the Bose-Einstein distribution function. At temperatures
a material’s Debye temperature, the change in phonon population with
ture becomes linear. The DMM is a function of the temperature derivative
ose-Einstein distribution, which results in the constant hBD predicted at higher
tures (T . !D).
gure 2 shows the temperature derivative of the Bose-Einstein distribution as a
of temperature at two different frequencies, the cutoff frequency of Pb and
requency of diamond. The cutoff frequency is directly related to the Debye
ture by !D ¼ hoc/kB. Figure 2 shows the derivative of the phonon population
different frequencies at a range of temperatures. In this example, hBD across a
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Pb temperature trends = elastic
Diamond temperature trends = inelastic

Temperature derivative of the Bose-Einstein phonon distribution function as a function of
re shown for two different !D’s (i.e., cutoff frequencies), that of Pb and diamond. The calculations
lized at the Debye temperature of Pb, 105 K [13].
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Fig. 5 Thermal boundary conductance data across the
Al/ Al2O3 interface over a range of temperatures. This figure
also includes data taken by Stoner and Maris „1993… at low temperatures †15‡. The linear trend continues at temperatures
higher than the Debye temperature of Al, indicating that inelastic phonon processes could be contributing to hBD at these elevated temperatures.
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Fig. 6 Thermal boundary conductance data across the
Pt/ Al2O3 interface over a range of temperatures. These temperatures are above the Debye temperature of Pt. According to
theory, hBD should not change at temperatures above the Debye temperature of one of the materials assuming only elastic
scattering. However, the continued linear increase in measured
hBD indicates a contribution from inelastic processes.
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continues and therefore, the increase in hBD above !D of Al suggests that hBD is dominated by inelastic scattering. The continued
linear trend observed from the data from Stoner and Maris to the
high temperature data even above !D of Al indicates that there is
a smooth transition between regimes where hBD is dominated by
elastic and inelastic scattering.
To examine the regime where inelastic scattering would dominate !i.e., temperatures above the Debye temperature of only one
of the materials, so that the entire phonon population of one material is excited but not the other", the highly mismatched
Pt/ Al2O3 system was studied. Lyeo and Cahill studied this regime
at low temperatures !T " Troom" with Pb and Bi on diamond #24$.
The Al/ Al2O3 system gives hints toward multiple-phonon processes with the data 50 K above !D. However, due to the less than
room temperature !D of Pt, the highly mismatched Pt/ Al2O3
shows promising data that further support the findings of inelastic
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Figure 5. Comparison of our experimental data with other
data [22, 25]. Contact areas are each assumed to be 490–960 nm2
(c-axis) and 58–134 nm2 (a -axis), as estimated from the TEM images
of figure 3. Our results calculated from this range of assumed contact
areas are shown with error bars including temperature instability,
instrumental measurement errors, the estimated error in measuring
the length of the CNT, and the thermal conductivity of the CNT.
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• Rough interfaces “flatten out”
temperature trends
• Removal of oxide increases change
with temperature
FIG. 1. Cross sectional TEM micrographs of samples I (a and c) and IV (b
and d) Al:Si interfaces at two different magnifications. The micrographs
indicate show that regardless of roughness, a ! 1.75 nm conformal oxide
layer covers the Si substrates after 24 h exposure to ambient. This oxide
layer prohibits any noticeable interdiffusion or compositional mixing of species near the interface. Lastly, the evaporated Al thin film exhibits a colum-

FIG. 2. (Color online) Predicted and measured values of Kapitza conductance at Al:Si interfaces plotted as a function of temperature. The open
circles are the measured values at oxide-free Al:Si interfaces from Ref. 38,
and the filled symbols are the data measured in the present study. It is evident that both the presence of a native oxide layer and interface roughness
can have a significant effect on Kapitza conductance. Not only does roughness decrease Kapitza conductance, but it suppresses the temperature dependence as well. The agreement between the dash-dot lines and the data
suggest that the DMM can be adjusted to take into account both the presence
of an oxide layer and interface roughness.
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Predicted and measured values of Kapitza conductance at Al:Si interfaces plotted as a function of temperature. The open
circles are the measured values at oxide-free Al:Si interfaces from Ref. 38,
and the filled symbols are the data measured in the present study. It is evident that both the presence of a native oxide layer and interface roughness
can have a significant effect on Kapitza conductance. Not only does rough17
10 ness decrease Kapitza conductance, but it suppresses the temperature dependence as well. The agreement between the dash-dot lines and the data
suggest that the DMM can be adjusted to take into account both the presence
of an oxide layer and interface roughness.
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Let’s switch gears and talk about pen and
paper theoretical developments
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